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MOBILE CUSTOMER SERVICE

Too busy to come to us?
5V^H]HPSHISLMVY`V\YI\ZPULZZ^LJHUJVTL[V`V\MVY
MYPLUKS`[LJOUPJHSHUKZHSLZZLY]PJL
1\Z[WOVUL\Z  [VHYYHUNLH]PZP[HUKVUL
VMV\YL_WLYPLUJLKZHSLZZ[HMMJHU]PZP[`V\YWYLTPZLZ[V
VMMLYL_WLY[HK]PJLHUKZ\NNLZ[LJVUVTPJHSZVS\[PVUZ[V
`V\YSPM[PUNYPNNPUNWYVISLTZVYYLX\PYLTLU[Z\ZPUNV\Y
]HZ[YHUNLVMWYVK\J[ZHUKZLY]PJLZH]HPSHISL

INSPECTION, REPAIRS & TESTING SERVICES
4HU\MHJ[\YLK3PM[PUN,X\PWTLU[7[`3[KVMMLYH
JVTWYLOLUZP]LPUZWLJ[PVUZLY]PJLJV]LYPUNHSSSPM[PUNHUK
YPNNPUNLX\PWTLU[0UZWLJ[PVUZHUKYLWHPYZHYLJVUK\J[LKI`
V\YX\HSPMPLKPUZWLJ[VYZHUKWYV]PKLYLWVY[ZKL[HPSPUNJ\YYLU[
Z[H[\ZVMHSSLX\PWTLU[6\YX\HSPMPLKZ[HMM^PSSWYVNYHT
YLN\SHYPUZWLJ[PVUZ[VZ\P[`V\YYLX\PYLTLU[Z
=PZ\HSPUZWLJ[PVUZVM^PYLYVWLZSPUNZJOHPUZSPUN^LIIPUN
HUKYV\UKZSPUNZHUKYV\UKZSPUNZHUKZWYLHKLYIHYZJHUIL
WLYMVYTLKHZYLX\PYLK

4HU\MHJ[\YLK3PM[PUN,X\PWTLU[7[`3[KVMMLYH
JVTWYLOLUZP]L[LZ[PUNZLY]PJLVUHSSSPM[PUNHUKYPNNPUN
LX\PWTLU[
;LZ[ZHYLWYLMVYTLKPUHJJVYKHUJL^P[OYLSL]LU[
(\Z[YHSPHUHUK0U[LYUH[PVUHS:[HUKHYKZ^P[O[LZ[MHJPSP[LZ
VM\W[V[VUULH]HPSHISL
>LVMMLYHJTWSL[L[LZ[PUNJLY[PMPJH[PVUZLY]PJLMVY[OL
>PYL9VWL:SPUNZMVSSV^PUNP[LTZI\[UV[SPTP[LK[V
- Chain Slings
- Flat Webbing and Round Slings
- Fibre Rope Slings
- Winches
- Shackles
- Chain and lever Hoists
- Electric and Pneumatic Hoists
- General Hardware
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SAFE-T-WEIGH PORTABLE LOAD INDICATOR

Quick and Simple Load Checking, Testing Measurement
and Weighing
Totally Portable Operation
Standard Range 2 to 120 Tonnes

(Units available with 2t, 6.5t, 12t, 25t, 55t, or 120t load capacity)

Lightweight & High Strength Aluminium Link Body
2.4 GHz Operating Frequency
Uses:






4VIPSLHUK;V^LY*YHULZ
*OLJRPUN>LPNOPUN
;LUZPVU4LHZ\YLTLU[
*VUZ[Y\J[PVU6WLYH[PVUZ
;LZ[PUN

Features

- Push-button Tare
- Peak Hold
- Push-button Unit Conversion

 3PNO[^LPNO[HS\TPUP\TIVI`MVYLHZLVM[YHUZWVY[H[PVUHUKPUZ[HSSH[PVU
 )H[[LY`3PML!(J[P]LUV[SLZZ[OHUOV\YZ
Battery Type: Link - 2 x type AA, Handheld - 4 x type AA.
 76>,965Z`Z[LT[LZ[HUKJHSPIYH[PVUJOLJR
 0SS\TPUH[LKTTKPNP[Z
 7YVVM3VHK! >VYRPUN3VHK3PTP[ MVY[HUKHIV]L
<S[PTH[L3VHK!_>VYRPUN3VHK3PTP[
 (TIPLU[;LTW![V*
 (JJ\YHJ`!>P[OPU VMHJ[\HSYLHKPUN
 9HUNL!5V[SLZZ[OHUT\UKLYUVYTHSJVUKP[PVUZ
 3PUR<UP[!>H[LYWYVVMLK[V07
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TESTING TAGS
Coloured quarterly inspection tags
 9LK1HU\HY`[V4HY[JO
 .YLLU(WYPS[V1\UL
 )S\L1\S`[V:LW[LTILY
 @LSSV^6J[VILY[V+LJLTILY
Chain sling working load tags are available for single and
multi-leg slings in size 6mm to 32mm.
(S\TPUP\T[HNZMVY^VYRPUNSVHKSPTP[PKLU[PÄJH[PVUVYV[OLY
W\YWVZLZ(SZVH]HPSHISLPUKPɈLYLU[TH[LYPHSZ\WVUYLX\LZ[

JVTH\

^^^TSLX\PW
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HIRE EQUIPMENT
We have a huge range of lifting, rigging and materials
handling equipment available for hire. We can hire you
products both short term as well as long term, so whatever
you need to lift, shift or move your job in the right direction,
give us a call to discuss your needs.

Some of our range includes the following:












*OHPUISVJRZ
3L]LYOVPZ[Z
7UL\TH[PJ^PUJOLZ OVPZ[Z
:UH[JOISVJRZ
3VHKYVSSLYZ ZRH[LZ
:OHJRSLZ
:SPUNZ
:WYLHKLYILHTZ
3PM[PUNILHTZ
3PM[PUN*HNLZ
9LZJ\L*HNLZ
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WIRE ROPE LADDERS
For inspection, exploration, rescue or escape applications
;OLZLSHKKLYZHYLKLZPNULKMVY\ZLPUKPɉJ\S[WSHJLZ^OLUHYPNPKSHKKLY^V\SKILPTWYHJ[PJHS
Where access has been by means of a rope or free climbing, the use of a wire rope ladder
will greatly increase safety. Safety can be increased further by use of a safety line and/ or a
karabiner (snap hook) with which the climber can attach himself to the ladder when resting.
;OL`JVTLPUZ[HUKHYKSLUN[OZVMT THUKT)V[OLUKZVM[OLSHKKLYZHYLÄ[[LK^P[O
“C” clips so that they can be easily joined to make any required length. Each ladder is normally
Z\WWSPLK^P[OH¸[YHJL¹;OPZPZTSLUN[OVM^PYLHSZVÄ[[LK^P[O¸*¹JSPWZHUKTH`IL\ZLK
for attaching the ladder to a tree, post or whatever.
The wire rope is galvanised therefore corrosion is not a problem in normal environments.
Occasional wetting with fresh water will do no harm. For harsh environments such as marine
usage, special materials can be used.
The narrow width of the ladder of 150mm is far from being a disadvantage and actually makes
it easier to climb. It enables the climber to keep their body close to the ladder in a near upright
position, thus minimising strain on the arms.
The rungs are swaged directly to the wire. This provides a very reliable fastening. For example
even after a rung is forced down the wire by a sudden overload (say a falling rock) it will still
hold a man’s weight.

Lightweight Model

Heavy Duty Model

These ladders are so light and
compact that one man could
easily carry 60 mtr. or more
in a pack. The wire rope is
galvanised and rungs are of
aluminium alloy.

They are extremely rugged and
will stand up to most of the
HI\ZLHUKPUKPɈLYLUJLVMKHPS`
usage. The sort of damage
that would make them unsafe
would be obvious even to the
untrained eye. The wire rope is
galvanised and the rungs are
galvanised steel. The stability
and ease of climbing can be
greatly improved by tensioning
the ladder. This can be done
by attaching a weight to the
bottom or straining it to some
Ä_LKVIQLJ[

:WLJPÄJH[PVUZ!
 9\UNZ!TTKPHHS\TPUP\T
alloy 150mm wide
 9\UN:WHJPUN!TTM[
 >PYL9VWL!TTKPH
x 19 galvanised 0.5 tonne
breaking strain.
 >LPNO[!NTSIM[
Load required to force rung
down wires 500kg approx.
 ¸*¹JSPWZILNPU[VVWLUH[
400kg approx
 ¸*¹JSPWZMHPSJVTWSL[LS`H[
650kg approx
 T3HKKLY^P[O;YHJL
2.04kg
9m Ladder with Trace,
RN
15m Ladder with Trace
4.31kg
Non standard lengths can be
supplied to order.
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:WLJPÄJH[PVUZ!
 9\UNZ!TT_TT_
315mm wide Galv. R.H.S.
 9\UN:WHJPUN!TTM[
 >PYL9VWL!TTKPH
x 24 galvanised 6.1 tonne
breaking strain.
 >LPNO[!RNTSIZM[
Load required to force rung
down wires 500kg approx.
 3LUN[OTHKL[VVYKLY

